In active learning, one attempts to maximize classifier performance for a given number of labeled training points by allowing the active learning algorithm to choose which points should be labeled. Typically, when the active learner requests labels for the selected points, it assumes that all points require the same amount of effort to label and that the cost of labeling a point is independent of other selected points. In spatially distributed data such as hyperspectral imagery for land-cover classification, the act of labeling a point (i.e., determining the land-type) may involve physically traveling to a location and determining ground truth. In this case, both assumptions about label acquisition costs made by traditional active learning are broken, since costs will depend on physical locations and accessibility of all the visited points. This paper formulates and analyzes the novel problem of performing active learning on spatial data where label acquisition costs are proportional to distance traveled.
Introduction
In active learning, typically it is assumed that: 1) the cost of acquiring the label for a particular point is independent of the label acquisition cost for all other points and that 2) label acquisition costs for all points are equal. When applying active learning to spatial data, these assumptions may not be true. For example, for classification of land-cover using hyperspectral data [9] , acquiring labels may involve traveling to a particular location and performing some sort of test such as determining the type of land at that point or collecting various samples, such as soil, water, or foliage samples that require physical access. Traveling to this point incurs some type of cost (e.g., gas or time) proportional to the distance traveled. The distance traveled also depends on the order in which one visits the points that need to be labeled, meaning that the label acquisition cost for a particular point is dependent on other, previously visited points.
The problem we address in this paper is as follows: given a set of unlabeled, spatially distributed data, can we create and apply an active learning approach with good performance that incorporates the fact that label * Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Texas at Austin; {aliu, gjun, ghosh}@ece.utexas.edu acquisition costs are not independent and identicallydistributed?
We focus on one particular problem setting for active learning on spatially distributed hyperspectral data. In this setting, there is some "home" location that the labeler must physically return to after labeling some fixed number of points 1 . The amount of effort required to label a point is proportional to the additional distance required to travel to that point. Whether the effort is measured in terms of time spent traveling or gas expended by some vehicle does not affect our analysis. The labeler continues to label a fixed number of points on each iteration or round of active learning, returning home after each round, until all points are expended. Other varations of this problem are possible and will be discussed in section 7.
This paper presents solutions based on combining standard active learning approaches with methods used for approximating solutions to the Traveling Salesman Problem(TSP) and one of its variants, the Traveling Salesman Problem with Profits(TSPP). Details on both active learning and the traveling salesman problem will be discussed in sections 2 and 3. We then discuss our proposed approaches in section 4. Experimental results (section 6) are presented for two hyperspectral datasets. Our approach is general and does not depend on a particular solution to either active learning or the traveling salesman problem (with profits). Our approach is also not restricted to hyperspectral data analysis, and should be applicable to any dataset where label acqusition costs have spatial dependencies.
Related work
Most active learning algorithms basically follow an iterative "pick-and-retrain" framework, where, on each iteration, n unlabeled samples are picked, the ground truth is obtained for these n samples, and the classifier is re-trained using the augmented labeled data. One of the main differences in the various proposed active learning methods is how the different approaches determine which n unlabeled points are chosen. While many popular approaches exist (e.g., [17] , [12] ), we use the one proposed by Lewis and Gale [11] called uncertainty sampling, which requires a classifier capable of producing uncertainty levels for unlabeled samples. Appropriate uncertainty measures vary from classifier to classifier [18] . In this paper, we use both linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers. We discuss the uncertainty scores used with each classifier in section 3.1.
Although many active learning strategies have been proposed during the last 15 years, there exist few algorithms that consider spatial characteristics of unlabeled samples. Rajan et al proposed an active learning algorithm [15] for hyperspectral data that adapts a classifier for spatial variation of spectral signatures. However, it does not take into account any form of varying label acquisition costs based on spatial data. An active learning algorithm to efficiently model spatial phenomena with Gaussian processes has been proposed [7] , but the algorithm is used to model spatially varying quantities and is not applicable to classification problems. So far we are unaware of any active learning studies which take spatially dependent label acquisition costs into account.
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is a widely studied problem where, given a set of cities, the goal is to find the shortest path between the cities such that the salesman visits each city. In this paper, we make use of solutions to the traveling salesman problem as well as a variant of the traveling salesman problem called the traveling salesman problem with profits (TSPP) [2] , in which a profit is assigned to each city. In TSPP, while the salesman is required to start and end at the same location, the salesman is not required to visit every city. While the exact goal of the salesman varies depending on what variant of TSPP is being solved, the general goal is that the salesman is attempting to maximize profit while minimizing distance traveled under some additional constraint, such as a minimum level of total profit that needs to be achieved or some bound on the total distance the salesman can travel. Both the TSP and TSPP have been widely studied, and many heuristics have been devised (see [2] for a recent survey).
Background
In this section, we discuss uncertainty sampling and heuristics for solving the traveling salesman problem and traveling salesman problem with profits in more detail.
3.1 Active learning. In active learning, there is a pool of unlabeled points U and a pool of labeled points L. The goal is to iteratively pick the most informative points in U for labeling, obtain the labels from some oracle or teacher, add the labeled points to L, retrain the classifier on L, and then repeat the process until either U is an empty set or until the oracle is no longer able to provide labels. During each iteration of active learning, n points are selected for labeling. We will refer to this as the batch size. One of the main differences in active learners is how one determines whether a point in U will be informative if labeled.
In this paper, we use an uncertainty sampling approach [11] to perform active learning. Uncertainty sampling works by assigning an uncertainty score to each point in U and picking the n points with the highest uncertainty scores. These uncertainty scores are based on the predictions of the classifier currently trained on L.
In our experiments, we use two different classifiers: linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and support vector machines (SVMs). We use a different form of uncertainty score with each classifier to show the flexibility of our approach.
LDA is capable of returning posterior probabilities for unlabeled data. Thus, on each iteration of active learning, LDA is trained on L, and posterior probabilities are produced for the unlabeled training data in U. The uncertainty scores are then based on these posterior probabilities. When using LDA, we set the uncertainty score to be inversely proportional to the size of the margin between the highest and second highest posterior probabilities. Let j ′ = argmax j P (y j |x i ) and j ′′ = argmax j =j ′ P (y j |x i ). Then,
For SVMs, we use an uncertainty score inversely proportional to the distance to the separating hyperplane [18] . That is, the closer a point is to the hyperplane, the higher its uncertainty score.
3.2 Traveling salesman problem. The traveling salesman problem has been widely studied [10] , and many solutions have been proposed. We will use the following terminology and notation. Each city that the salesman travels to is denoted as a node v(i), where v(i) is the ith city. In addition, the salesman must start and end at some location. We will refer to this as the "home" location and denote it as v(0). Finally, the distance between two nodes i and j is denoted by d(i, j), where d(0, j) would represent the distance from the "home" location to the jth point.
We use the following heuristic, chosen because the solution is quite fast and also because of readily available code 2 . Intuitively, our heuristic for solving the traveling salesman problem works as follows. Given n points (one of which is the home location of the salesman), the algorithm begins by randomly initializing a path through the n points. The algorithm then proceeds to try to improve the path by repeatedly using 2-opt and 2.5-opt, where 2-opt refers to exchanging the position of two nodes in the current path, and 2.5-opt refers to removing a single node from the current path and inserting it between two existing nodes in the path [6] . More formally, the algorithm is as follows: One problem with this heuristic is determining when to terminate the algorithm. We found through preliminary experiments that setting the max number of iterations to 10,000 was quite fast for a moderate number of nodes (i.e., less than 100) and resulted in convergence to a good solution.
3.3 Traveling salesman with profits. We use a variant of the H2 heuristic originally presented in [3] to solve the traveling salesman with profits problem. Our modified algorithm is as follows:
1. Initialization: initialize path to consist of v(0) (i.e., the home node) and the point j that minimizes
where p(j) is the profit obtained for visiting node j 2. Iterate until the number of nodes (not counting v(0)) in the path is equal to n, the number of points desired in the path: Add point that minimizes
for some point v(j) not in current path and consecutive points v(i) and v(k) in path 3. Optimize path using solution to traveling salesman problem described in section 3.2
In the original H2 algorithm, the algorithm terminates when a certain traveling budget (e.g., distance code used in the Matlab demonstration of the traveling salesman problem (travel.m) traveled) is expended. In our modification, the algorithm terminates after a set number of points have been added to the path. In addition, we found that after adding the n chosen points, optimizing the path using the heuristic presented in section 3.2 further reduced the overall path length.
As with our method for solving the traveling salesman problem, the H2 algorithm was chosen since it was simple to implement and because it was fast enough for experimentation. In addition, the H2 algorithm was simple to modify to stop once it had added a set number of nodes to the path.
Our proposed framework makes no restrictions on which TSPP algorithm needs to be used. Thus, better solutions can be easily incorporated.
4 Active learning for spatial data Active learning on spatial data, as formulated in this paper, proceeds in an iterative fashion, where, on each iteration, the algorithm chooses n points to label, provides the labeler a path to travel between the points, and the labeler travels along the path provided by the algorithm, beginning and ending at the same "home location" on each iteration. Once the labels have been obtained, the algorithm retrains on the set of labeled points L, and the process repeats. The goal is to produce a classifier that reduces empirical errors while minimizing data acquisition costs.
Note that the "distance" between two points may not refer to the geographic distance, but may reflect characteristics such as the terrain between two points. For example, traveling from a point on land to a point on water may be costly regardless of the geographic distance. Thus, we use the term "distance" to denote cost, e.g., time required to travel between points, gas expended for traveling between points, kilometers traveled between points, or some other measure. In addition, the approaches we propose do not require symmetric distance matrices. For example, traveling from a higher to lower elevation may require less effort than traveling from a lower to a higher elevation.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss three approaches for solving this problem, where the third approach is a generalization of the first two.
4.1 Combining active learning with the traveling salesman problem. A simple but somewhat naive approach for incorporating spatially related label acquisition costs with active learning is to do the following:
1. On each iteration, based on active learning criteria, select n points to label 2. Use a solution to the traveling salesman problem to find the shortest path from home through all of the n selected points
That is, if one were using uncertainty as the active learning criteria, the naive method would pick n points via uncertainty sampling and then find an optimal path through those points. We will refer to this approach as "US/TSP".
The reason we call this method naive is that one ignores all spatial information when selecting the initial n points. These n points with highest uncertainty could all be very far from each other, and it may be less costly to select n points with lower uncertainty scores if they are closer to each other. We will see empirically in section 6 that this method is typically outperformed by the more sophisticated (but still simple to implement) approach described next.
4.2 Combining active learning with traveling salesman with profits. As mentioned earlier, in the traveling salesman problem with profits, each city that the salesman can potentially travel to has a profit associated with visiting that city. The goal is to find a short path that maximizes profit without exceeding the salesman's traveling budget (in this case, the budget is the number of visited nodes).
Our approach for performing active learning on spatial data is to transform the problem into a traveling salesman problem with profits. On each iteration of active learning, the cities that can potentially be visited by the salesman (or labeler) are the points in the unlabeled set U. The profit associated with visiting an unlabeled point is set equal to the uncertainty score of that particular unlabeled point as defined in section 3.1. That is, p(j) = u(j), where p(j) is the profit for visiting the jth unlabeled point and u(j) is the uncertainty score of the jth unlabeled point.
Once profits have been assigned to each city, the n points selected by the algorithm used to solve the traveling salesman with profits problem are the points selected for the oracle to label. We refer to this approach as "US/TSPP".
4.3 A generalization of active learning with traveling salesman with profits. Empirically, we found a variant of the above solution to be useful: instead of supplying all possible unlabeled points to the traveling salesman with profits algorithm, only the top m points with the highest uncertainty scores (where m ≥ n) are used. The advantages of this variation on our framework is that it is computationally more efficient and does well at trading off between maximizing classification performance and minimizing distance traveled. We refer to this approach as "US/TSPP (filtered)".
More formally, our approach is as follows:
1. Input: batch size n, number of points to consider m, labeled set L, unlabeled set U 2. Iterate (a) Assign uncertainty scores u to all points in U (b) Select the min(m, |U|) points with the highest uncertainty scores where |U| is the number of points in U; let this set of unlabeled candidate points be denoted as U C (c) Set the profit for visiting the ith point in U C to the uncertainty score of that point (d) Select n points from U C and create a path through these n points using a solution to TSPP Note that if m = n, then this approach reduces to US/TSP, while if m is equal to the number of points in U, then this approach reduces to US/TSPP. That is, this approach generalizes the approaches described earlier.
Experiments
5.1 Classifiers. As mentioned, we use two classifiers in our experiments: LDA and SVMs. These classifiers were chosen for experimentation with spatial label acquisition costs because they performed well on "traditional" active learning with non-spatial label acquisition costs on hyperspectral data. For LDA, we use uncertainty sampling where the uncertainty scores are inversely proportional to the margin between the largest posterior probability and second largest posterior probability as predicted by LDA. For SVMs, the uncertainty score is inversely proportional to the absolute value of the distance from the hyperplane, where points closer to the hyperplane are more uncertain [18] .
For SVMs, we found that a linear kernel worked well; moreover, there are fewer parameters to be tuned for a linear kernel. One parameter, however, is the trade-off between margin and empirical error on the training set. We found that setting this parameter equal to one seemed to work well. However, the problem of tuning parameters for SVMs during active learning is, to the best of our knowledge, still an open question. Typically, in classification, one would tune parameters using ten-fold cross validation or by using a single hold-out set for validation. This may not work well in active learning for two reasons: speed and lack of data. Because of the large number of iterations required in active learning, retuning the parameters for each iteration may be unwieldy, particularly if one were to use some form of cross-validation. In addition, because of the lack of data, particularly in early iterations of active learning, there is typically not enough data to reserve a separate hold-out set. In order to avoid confounding the results of the current study with any affects due to some form of dynamic parameter estimation, we use as few parameters as possible (i.e., we choose a linear kernel) and keep all other parameters constant (i.e., we set trade-off between margin and empirical error on the training set equal to one).
Datasets.
Land cover classification by hyperspectral image (HSI) data analysis has become an important part of remote sensing research in recent years [9] [5] [13] . Compared to conventional multi-spectral images where each pixel usually contains tens of bands, pixels in hyperspectral images usually consist of more than a hundred spectral bands, providing fine-resolution spectral information. Classification techniques used for this application should be able to handle highdimensional high-resolution data and a fairly high number of classes. Obtaining ground truth is another challenge, since HSI can cover very large areas but it is not usually possible to obtain highly accurate class labels for all locations in the image.
The proposed method was evaluated on hyperspectral images taken from two geographically different locations: NASA's John F. Kennedy Space Center(KSC) [14] and the Okavango Delta in Botswana [4] . We will call the two datasets the KSC and Botswana datasets, respectively. The goal of these datasets is to correctly classify types of land. Table 1 In each dataset, each data point has a location as determined by two coordinates. We use the Euclidean distance between coordinates as the distance required to travel between two points.
We study both the full multiclass problem as well as several two-class problems. We used only LDA on the multiclass problem, and used both LDA and SVM on the two-class problems. The two-class problems were selected such that the following question could be answered: for a two-class problem where it is known that "traditional" active learning worked well, how much better does a technique that takes spatial information into account perform?
We also preprocess the data in two ways that are known to be effective for classifying hyperspectral data. First we utilized spatial information in addition to the spectral information, via the max-cut algorithm described in [1] , where a pixel's feature vector is augmented with features from neighboring pixels whose spectral features are similar to the pixel of interest. The max-cut algorithm provides a way to identify pixels that are close both in physical and spectral spaces, and produces more accurate and stable classification results for spatial data.
Second, we applied best-basis feature reduction which exploits the high correlation between certain adjacent spectral bands, and is tailored for hyperspectral data analysis [8] .
Experimental setup.
We partition the data into training and test sets using five runs of ten-fold cross-validation and average the results. In particular, we use stratified sampling such that each fold has the same proportion of points from each class.
Once the training and test sets have been created, 10%
3 of the training data is randomly selected and labeled to form the initial labeled set L, and the remaining unlabeled training data is placed in U.
We use the best-basis feature reduction method to create a set of d ′ features. The value of d ′ was chosen such that |L| > d ′ since this is required by LDA to form a covariance matrix. Experimentally, this was done by setting d ′ to the smallest value in the set of (40, 50, 60) that would satisfy the constraint |L| > d ′ if 10% of the training data were placed in L 4 . Once training and test sets have been selected, the experiment proceeds as follows. A point in the initially labeled training set L is randomly selected to be the "home" location.
5
Then, n points are selected and labeled in an iterative fashion using either the approaches described in section 4 or the following baseline algorithm: n points are picked randomly on each iteration and a path through the n selected points (and starting and ending at home) is found using the heuristic described in section 3.2. This baseline for spatial active learning is analogous to the baseline commonly used in standard, non-spatial active learning experiments where points are randomly selected; we will refer to this baseline as "random/TSP". We also test our approaches against a "closest next" baseline, which is a method that ignores uncertainty scores and is concerned primarily with picking nearby points. 5 We plan to run controlled experiments to determine whether results vary based on the position of the "home" location (e.g., results for a centrally located home versus a home located north of most of the data) in future work. The "closest next" baseline works by traveling to and labeling the closest unlabeled point until n points have been labeled. In our experiments, we use n = 10 as the batch size. In addition, the approach in section 4.2 requires a parameter m to determine the number of points in U C , which we simply set to 100 in all experiments. Although we did not investigate this, additional tuning of m may be useful.
Results

Traditional active learning.
For the sake of completeness, let us first show some results for a "traditional" active learning experiment similar to that presented in [15] , where label acquisition costs for all points are equal and independent of all other points chosen for labeling. The purpose of looking at this case is to demonstrate that uncertainty sampling works well in the "traditional" active learning problem on hyperspectral data.
Sample results are plotted in Figure 2 in the form of a "banana curve," a traditional format for present-
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Copyright © by SIAM. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited. ing active learning results. Here, the horizontal axis corresponds to number of active learning iterations and the vertical axis corresponds to the error rate on the test set. Uncertainty sampling beats random sampling regardless of the dataset or classifier used.
6.2 Results for spatially cost-sensitive active learning. Now let us examine the case where label acquisition costs are proportional to the distance traveled to reach the set of points to be labeled. Results using SVMs are plotted in figure 4 while results for LDA are plotted in figure 5, 6 and 7. Specific values for certain points in the graphs for two-class problems are listed in table 2.
In these graphs, we have modified the traditional banana curve format in order to take into account different label acquisition costs. In this case, the horizontal axis is now proportional to the total distance traveled to label L. That is, a point on the curve represents the distance the labeler needed to travel in order for the classifier to achieve a certain level of performance as measured by error rate on the test set. A number of interesting observations can be drawn from this type of figure. Unlike a traditional curve in active learning, the right-most point of each curve on each graph will be at a different place. This point corresponds to where all the points originally in U have been labeled (we have denoted this point with an "X" in the graphs for ease of visibility, and have also listed example values for this point in table 2). The fact that different curves end at different places indicates that each method requires different amounts of effort to label all of U. Just comparing the right-most point is rather informative. Not surprisingly, the "closest next" baseline is best in minimizing total distance traveled in order to label U, but US/TSPP is very competitive with the "closest next" baseline. Both "closest next" and US/TSPP outperform US/TSPP (filtered) which outperforms US/TSP which outperforms random sampling. Numerically, from the last column of table 2, the distance that one needs to travel to label all of U using US/TSPP is, on average, less than half the distance that one travels if using US/TSP. In addition, the additional distance traveled by labeling points using US/TSPP versus the "closest next" baseline when labeling all of U is relatively small.
For the sake of illustration, we have plotted five example paths on the multiclass KSC dataset using LDA 6 , with one path for each method, in figure 3 . Here, the distance saved by US/TSPP and US/TSPP(filtered) over random/TSP and US/TSP is also apparent. While the "closest next" baseline has an extremely short path length in the figure, the resulting error rate is not competitive with the other methods, as we will discuss below.
Another question in active learning is how quickly a method reduces classification error. Looking at the graphs, one can qualitatively make the judgement that, for LDA, "closest next" and US/TSPP tends to reduce the error rate fastest, while for SVMs, there seems to be no clear winner in terms of which uncertainty sampling approach reduces error rate the fastest. Figure 7 , which "zooms in" on the initial rounds of active learning when the labeler has yet to travel very far, gives a clearer picture of the relative speeds at which each method reduces error. Quantitatively, one can compare the error rate when the labeler has not yet traveled very far. In table 2, we have listed error rate over some example two-class datasets when the labeler has traveled 25, 50, 100, and 150 kilometers. The results in table 2 indicate that US/TSPP and US/TSPP(filtered) reduce error rate more quickly than US/TSP or random/TSP.
Finally, one can also compare algorithms based on the lowest error rate that approach is able to achieve, regardless of how much effort it requires to reach that point or how "quickly" an algorithm reduces error rate. When looking at lowest error rate, the "closest next" baseline fares very poorly. This is also apparent in Figure 7 , where the error rate of the "closest next" baseline essentially plateaus much earlier than any other method. Of the methods that take uncertainty scores into account, for both SVMs and LDA, while US/TSP can sometimes achieve a lower error rate, the lowest error rate, regardless of labeling effort required 6 we arbitrarily chose to plot the 25th iteration of active learning for each method to achieve it, is comparable for US/TSPP(filtered) and US/TSPP.
One may note that the lowest error rate achieved by a method may be much lower than the final error rate achieved by labeling all points in U. That is, one may achieve a lower error rate by labeling only a subset of U. The error rate may increase when additional points are added, for example, if noisy or outlying points are added to L. A similar phenomenon can be seen in many of the curves for SVMs, where the curves seem to reach a low error rate and where there seems to be no improvement even after many more labeled points are placed in L. This is most likely due to the fact that only support vectors, which are close to the hyperplane, are used to define the separating hyperplane. Adding points which are not support vectors will not affect the learned hyperplane. When to stop active learning is an open research question outside of the current scope of this paper [16] .
In summary, the proposed methods that combine active learning with a solution to the traveling salesman with profits problem trade off between achieving a low error rate and reducing label acquisition costs better than the random baseline, the naive solution which combines active learning with the traveling salesman problem, and the "closest next" baseline which is only concerned with reducing label acquisition costs and not with choosing points useful for reducing error rate.
Future Work
There are several areas where the work presented in this paper could be extended. One area of future work is to try other active learning methods or other solutions to the traveling salesman problem in our framework. Our framework is quite general, so the main goal of this future work would be to benchmark possible approaches. In particular, the approaches we have used in this paper are quite basic, and more sophisticated approaches for solving the traveling salesman problem and traveling salesman problem with profits should further improve our results. Another area of future work is to apply our approach on other spatial data, such as LIDAR data or data obtained for other GIS purposes. A more extensive area of future work is to extend our framework to other scenarios. For example, one possible variation is that there are no restrictions on how many points can be labeled each iteration, but there is a restriction on the total distance traveled. Another variation is that the labeler is not required to return to some "home" location after each iteration. In this case, a good solution might take into account that it may be beneficial if the ending location for the current iteration is nearby promising points that the labeler could visit on the next iteration.
Conclusion
When performing active learning on spatially distributed data such as hyperspectral data or other GIS applications, there are variable label acquisition costs involved in labeling each point. These label acquisition costs may depend on the distance the labeler needs to travel in order to label each point selected by active learning. Standard active learning techniques are unable to handle such variable costs, and assume that the cost of labeling each point is uniform and that the cost of labeling each point is independent of all other points being labeled on a particular iteration of active learning. If the cost of labeling a point is proportional to the distance needed to travel to that point, and if the labeler travels to several points on each iteration of active learning, then both of these assumptions made by traditional active learning are broken.
In this paper, we not only introduce the problem of active learning on spatial data where label acquisition costs are proportional to the distance required to travel to that point, but also present a framework for improving classifier performance while minimizing the distance traveled by the labeler.
We hope that this paper will encourage other researchers in this area since improved solutions to this problem have the potential to save significant time, money, and effort in applications involving spatial data. 
